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WLSA & Federalists Sponsor Debate
By RG Staff
The Women Law Students Association and the Federalist Society cosponsored a debate on domestic violence on Thursday, March 11. More
than eighty people attended the debate to watch Professor Andrea Lyon
debate journalist Cathy Young.
The debate format gave each
speaker fifteen minutes to present her
main arguments for revising or maintaining current domestic violence
laws. In particular, debate centered
on mandatory arrest laws and on the
abuse of prosecutorial discretion in
charging defendants under domestic
violence statutes. Other issues addressed included the gendered impact of domestic violence laws and
their possible constitutional infirmities. Following their presentations,
each speaker had five minutes to rebut, and the forum was opened for
questions from the audience.
Ms. Young, in a reprise of her recent book Ceasefire, argued that current laws on domestic violence en-

courage unfair treatment of women.
Using a series of personal interviews
with domestic violence victims as the
basis for her arguments, Ms. Young
theorized thatmandatory arrest laws
are unfairly preferential towards
women even when women instigate
domestic disputes.
Professor Lyon drew from the research she completed for her recent
article in the Michigan Journal of Gender and Law and from her experience
representing both battered women
and men accused of domestic violence. Based on both her research and
her experiences, Professor Lyon argued that while there are problems in
enforcement of domestic violence
laws, the laws fundamentally serve
victims of domestic violence regardless of gender.
Audience questions were targeted
primarily at Ms. Young, addressing
perceived flaws in her reasoning and
research. Third year students
Stephanie Goldenhersh and Candice
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The legacy of Juan Tien a conti ued this past Saturday, March 13, at
the fourteenth annual Juan Tienda
Scholarship Banquet hosted by the
Latino Law Students Association
(LLSA),anditshowsnosignsofstopping. In 1976, Juan Tienda was killed
in an automobile accident mere days
before he was due to return for his
senior year at UM Law, but not before he made an impression.
Juan Tienda entered the Law

tves On
School in the fall of 1974 and imme-
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!f:J . tation as an advocate for the
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d oppressed. He actively and
successfully recruited minority applicants to the Law School. He visited
prison inmates at the Milan Federal
Correctional Institution regularly.
Even between his years of study,
Tienda continued to follow his ideals,
working for the Michigan Migrant
Legal Assistance Project in Hart,
Michigan.

See JUAN TIENDA, page 2
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JUAN TIENDA, from page 1
As a tribute to his enthusiasm and
involvement, his friends and family
established the Juan Tienda Scholarship, given annually to Latina/ o students who have distinguished themselves at the Law School. This year's
recipients were Angelica Ochoa and
Marcela D. Sanchez.
The Scholarship was formally
given out at a banquet held at Weber's
Inn, featuring a Latin-American
menu, a Mariachi band, and folklore
ballet. More than two hundred people
were in attendance, including thirteen
of Tienda's direct family and friends.
Also presented at the banquet was

the J.T. Canales Award, to keynote
speaker Patricia Mendoza. Canales
was the first Latino law student at
UM; his namesake award goes to a
lawyer working within and for the
advancement of the Latin community.
Mendoza is the regional counsel for
the Chicago office of the Mexican
American Legal Defense and Education Fund, a national litigation and advocacy organization that uses the law,
community education, and research
to protect the civil rights of the
nation's 26 million Latinos. She has
supervised attorneys working for the
Legal Assistance Foundation of Chicago, worked for the ACLU, and acted

as assistant attorney for the Chicago
Board of Education.
Luis Rosario, president of the
LLSA, was excited by the turnout and
enthusiasm of the attendants. Several
student organizations turned out for
the event, along with a number of
alumni and faculty. Rosario is hopeful that subsequent banquets will be
even more successful. If the recent
trend is any indication, his hopes will
not go unfulfilled.

•

DEBATE, from page 1
Greenberg pointed out flaws in Ms.
Young's research methodology, noting that she had based several of her
theories on interviews with a single
individual. Professor Lyon received
comments agreeing with her position
and acknowledging her research in
the field.
Federalist Society members, who
originally conceived of the debate,
noted that they would look forward
to future collaborations with WLSA.
Possible topics include a second debate on domestic violence, sexual harassment, and issues of gender in the
workplace .
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Georgetown University Law Center invites interested students who will be working or studying in
Washington, D.C., to consider living in the Gewirz Student Center.
Convenient summer dates:
June 5 -August 7, 1999
(Short-term rates are also available).
Furnished, air conditioned apartments with private
bedrooms and full kitchen.
Local telephone service available
Utilities included
Walking distance to the U.S. Capitol, Supreme court,
Library of Congress, federal and district courts,
Smithsonian museums, Union Station and the Metro.
Fitness Center, including aerobic and weight training rooms
24-hour uniformed security and controlled building access
Laundry facilities
Lounge with wide screen television
Parking available
Long term and short term housing options available
Please contact the Office of residence Life at (202) 662-9290 for further information and a housing
application. Spaces will be assigned on a first-come, first-serve basis, so please apply early to reserve
your space.

600 New Jersey Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001-2022
202-662-9290 FAX 202-662-9248
www.law.georgetown.edu

Georgetown University does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, gender, age,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation or disability.
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Will nothing phase you? In every issue I've edited so far, there has been at
least one article that I thought would garner a response or two from readers.
Despite my inclusion of articles written from all points along the intellectual
spectrum, not a single person has felt moved to react to even one. I've even
gone so far as to include material that my editorial instinct told me was offensive and should not be printed, just so I would get a reaction from my audience. Sadly, I have been met with nothing but disinterest and apathy.
For a while, I took this personally. Perhaps, however, the lack of reader
response is simply a part of a larger problem - a general malaise, as Yolanda
McGill puts it on page six- that is reflected in our present society as a whole
and only exacerbated by pressure to succeed in the corporate world and the
divide between the students and the administration. I keep hearing my parents' generation reminisce about the turmoil and excitement of the 1960s and
70s; while many movements died because they didn't need to fight any more,
many more simply lost their momentum. I don't know what will fan the fire
that motivates us, but I'll welcome it when it returns.

Photographers:
R. M. Lee
Jami Jarosch
Contributing Editors:
JohnAmash, Paul Diller,
Bill Emerson, Erik Jens,
Charles Keckler, Kelly O'Donnell
Cartoonist:
W. D. Lee
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Editor's Note: The following was originally addressed to Dean Lehman. The RG
acquired it, and thought it of interest to the student body in general.

Web Site Editors:

Maury Bricks
Nathan Carney
The Res Gestae is published biweekly during
the school year by students of the University of
Michigan Law School. Opinions expressed in
bylined articles are those of the authors and do
not necessarily represent the opinions of the
editorial staff. Articles may be reprinted without permission, provided that the author and the
Res Gestae are credited and notified.
The Res Gestae welcomes submissions. Please
place all articles, columns, or opinion pieces in
the Res Gestae pendaflex located on the third
floor of Hutchins Hall across from the faculty
mailroom. All submissions must be on a 3.5"
disk. Macintosh format is preferable but ffiM
submissions are also accepted. The Res Gestae
reserves the right to edit all submissions in the
interest of space.
Mailing address·
The Res Gestae
The University of Michigan Law School
Hutchins Hall
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Phone: (734) 615-1288

you have the right not to remain silent.

write to us:

rg @urnich.edu

Dear Dean Lelunan,
As co-organizer of the recent debate on domestic violence law, I am
writing to inform you of the success
of the debate, due primarily to the
well reasoned, insightful, and intelligent participation of Professor Andrea Lyon.
The debate consisted of an exchange between journalist Cathy
Young, as invited by the Michigan
chapter of the Federalist Society, and
Professor Lyon, as invited by the
Women Law Students Association,
followed by questions from the audience. In a time period when two other
student events were scheduled as
well as several classes, more than seventy-five people attended: a clear
demonstration of interest in both the
speakers and the topic. Since few law
students were familiar with Ms.
Young, it is reasonable to suppose that
many were there because of Professor Lyon's reputation as an engaging

and perceptive speaker. Additionally,
students stayed well after the planned
end of the debate in order to ask more
questions of both speakers.
Professor Lyon clearly and convincingly laid a foundation for her
argument, supplementing her points
with anecdotal evidence from her
practice, and with research from her
recent article in the Michigan Journal
of Gender and Law. She demonstrated a clear expertise in this area,
and conveyed her points succinctly
and effectively. Her willingness to
donate her time and efforts to this student-generated debate imply her
commitment to this institution and its
students. The success of her presentation should be acknowledged by
this Law School as a strong indicator
of her ability to impart knowledge
and to research the law and its effects.
Sincerely,
Katharine Saunders
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COLUMN.COM
By Josh Turner
RG Contributing Editor

I

have been asked to offer some
thoughts on the state of the law
school for this issue. In general, it
seems that things are going well here.
Certainly I have little reason to complain from a purely career oriented
perspective. Still, there are some areas
that bear examination.
Technology is critical. This has become such a cliche that investors are
falling all over each other to invest in
companies even peripherally associated with anything vaguely technological. Adding" dot com" to anything
gives it an instant cache. In this market, Cottongin.com might be an idea
worth billions (and if it is, I thought
of it first). But beyond the pervasive
hype, there is a fundamental truth to
this. Businesses that never contemplated automation or information services before are becoming increasingly
reliant on technology to stay competitive, and the so-called technology sectors are easily the fastest growing segments of the economy. The position of
law as a service (parasite?) industry
that exists to meet its clients' needs
means that we as lawyers must remain
conversant with the technological developments that are reshaping the face
of global business.
There have been some extremely
positive developments in this area in
the past couple of years. For example,
law students finally have computers
that can boot up without crashing, and
can run word processing programs
newer than the DOS version of Word
Perfect. The use of mailing lists and
web-based resources in faculty-student communication has also undergone a quantum improvement, both
qualitatively and quantitatively, even
if law students still can't use Wolverine Access like the rest of the University.
Still, there is room for improvement. The school should further pro-

mote the use of computers by law students, perhaps by partially subsidizing or providing high-speed Internet
access to students that live off-campus. It is also imperative that the law
school never fall as far behind the
technological curve as we were two
years ago. But perhaps most importantly, students need to keep in mind
that there is more to the technological revolution than a cream-colored
box on a desk. Technology is restructuring the way business is conducted.

It is imperative
that the law
school never fall
as far behind the
technological
curve as we were
two years ago.
Unfortunately, lawyers are often unable to understand, let alone exploit,
the opportunities and challenges afforded by new developments.
Part of the reason for this is the insular nature of legal education. Ooistered behind our Quadrangle walls,
we congratulate ourselves on the
weighty nature of the topics we
study, and convince each other of the
importance of our endeavors, despite
the occasional cries from Chicago that
we are all nothing more than transaction costs. But while this isolation
might make us good law students, it
misses a critical part of becoming a
good lawyer. The law is perhaps the
most interdisciplinary skill that there
is. Government and social regulation
impact nearly everything that anyone
does; chances are, if there's a name

for it, there's either a law for, against,
or at least about it. Yet we in the law
school are expected to take less than
ten credits in other areas at the University, despite the fact that the third
year of law school is largely a giant
dead zone of lost money and wasted
opportunity (see "3rd Year Angst/'
RG 15February 1999). While joint degree programs offer perhaps the ideal
solution to this quandary, their popularity is still low, and the extra time
and money involved can be off-putting to many students.
Technology is certainly not the
only area where law students could
benefit from an increased cross-pollination between graduate schools. I
am using it primarily as an example.
There are many others - it would be
nice, for instance, if the vast majority
of lawyers were better business
people; client relations 'w ould certainly improve, and perhaps some of
the archaic traditions that make law
firms so unique would be swept
away. The School of Public Policy can
also offer insight and knowledge relevant to the practice of law.
There are a wide variety of ways
to go about broadening the horizons
of the curriculum at Michigan, from
bringing in visiting professors or
guest lecturers to expanding the number of non-Law School credits applicable toward a law degree, and I am
not certain which would work the
best. However, I do believe that these
are the kinds of innovations that
would transform Michigan from a
very well-thought-of law school into
a ground-breaking, standard setting
institution. On the other hand, I suppose we could just change our name
to Michiganlawschool.com.

•
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Looking Back.
Looking Forward

T

his is the end of my third year
at Michigan Law School. In
spite of all my efforts there are
some things that I still do not understand. I do not understand why I do
not feel more proud to attend this
highly-ranked, (traditionally) wellregarded law school. I do not understand the lack of enthusiasm and support that seems to be inherent in the
Michigan Law School itself. There is
a malaise here, and it is coming from
the top down.
These last three years I have participated full-time as a student and as
a ... uh... political figure. I have talked
to many students and have heard and
forgotten more regarding student life
here than most folks. The overall impression I have ,g otten is that students
feel disaffected and ignored. Students
arrive at Michigan with a positive attitude and a desire to be a part of a
thriving community. Unfortunately,
many soon realize it is useless to work
towards making Michigan a better
place. The school loses the benefits
of their collective efforts, while the
students turn towards discrete paths
of progress where their passion will
be appreciated.
I, for one, would not be so concerned about this disengagement if
there were indications that Michigan
was a thriving, progressive institution. But I am still looking for the indications.
If you ask a faculty member or administrator, they will tell you they _
love Michigan Law School. In spite
of these sentimental feelings, I believe
that faculty and administration commit acts and omissions that promote
harmful stagnation here at Michigan,
and that this stagnation is frustrating
and bewildering to those who want
to do all they can to keep Michigan
on the map. Maybe I am wrong, and

we are not stagnating. I have more
questions. More specifically I want to
know... ·

What is Michigan Law School affirmatively doing today to ensure our continued respectable reputation? Is there something that we have not heard about that
puts us on the modern-day law school
map?
The law school is not developing
and promoting innovative curricula
and programs that will bring students, faculty and national attention
to this campus. Students and faculty
want to come to a campus where they
can be a part of something that is
growing and successful. I have been
here three years and cannot think of a
new "selling point'' that has developed within that time.
ltVhy is it that we rely so heavily on internal promotion and entry-level hires, and
do not aggressively attempt to acquire
experienced talent from other universities
(like Duke, Georgetown and Vanderbilt
have done to us in the last three years)?
These past few years we have suffered in the area of faculty hiring.
Many students I have spoken to wonder whether we are even capable of
attracting established talent to this
campus. Problems with faculty hiring contribute to our pessimism regarding the future of this school.
My observations are that a.) Michigan tends to favor extending offers to
law and economics academics to the
exclusion of other areas; b.) our offers
tend to stay open for several months
without favorable responses; c.) the
most important qualification for a
new hire is "J.D., Michigan Law
School."
Faculty and administrative attendance is paltry at our symposia and
speaker events, which routinely at-

tract nationally renowned professionals and academics as participants.
This poor showing squanders valuable opportunities to recruit a wide
variety of potential visiting professors. It also indicates to the organizers and participants alike a certain
level of institutional disinterest in the
scholarship of the guests and in the
issues that are discussed.

Is there truly a role for (new, old, and prospective) students' concerns to impact the
direction this law school is to take, or are
students to be placated since they are just
passing through?
Over the last three years channels
through which student ideas and concerns pass have been increasing! y deemphasized.
Information exchange between
students and administration took a
big hit my first year when Dean of
Academic Services Kent Syverud was
hired away to become dean of another
law school. Dean Syverud was popular among students, even when we
disagreed with his policies, because
he was forthright about the decisions
he made and why he made them. This
openness was not carried forward after his departure.
The most curious example is that
the Dean of Student Services position
was phased out last summer and replaced with a less powerful directorship position. This means that students no longer have a high-level administrator whose job it is to be accountable and responsive to us.
Another telling situation is that in
the Admissions office. The Admissions office has been the focus of
strong student concern and input in
light of the affirmative action lawsuit.
This year especially, this office needed
to be as prepared as possible to address, process and act upon the con-

Th.e Res Gescae

cems of prospective and current students. Yet the Admissions office was
down three assistants and staffed by
only the Dean of Admissions and a
secretary for this school year until the
two new hires were announced in
February.
Whether or not there was sound
policy behind these developments
and others like them, they indicate to
students that their concerns are of
decreasing importance at the upper
administrative level. This impression
leads to apathy and frustration among
even the most dedicated students.
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The lender that
helps you bring order
to all your taw school
financing needs.

Will apathy and frustration among students today affect the alumni donations
of tomorrow?
It is hard for me to imagine donating to a school that seems so willing
to settle for the status quo. What does
such a school need more money for?

The first step towards being a
washed-up almost-Ivy resting on
wilting laurels is allowing that perception to take hold and to grow. I fear
that the next step- collectively making excuses for an institution's apparent lack of progress like "the climate
here stinks," "there is no significant
job market outside of the school,"
"there is no real major city nearby,"
"we don't have enough space"- is already upon us, and is probably adversely affecting recruitment of new
students and hires as we speak. Even
if there is some truth to these excuses,
there is no way that Michigan does
not have the resources to overcome
them. What we don't know is
whether we have the vision. I said
earlier that nostalgia is not part of the
problem, but maybe nostalgia abo1,1t
the good old days and our good reputation engender short-sightedness
that is keeping Michigan Law School
from Pushing Forward, and being
Loud and Proud about its Progress.

Yolanda D. McGill
LSSS President

•

Finding the right financing for law
school doesn't have to be a trial. Not
when you rely on Key Education
Resources: We provide a full range of
law school financing products and
services, making it easy to help you
earn your degree. Call our Education
Resource Line· today.

1·800·KEY·LEND
www.Key. comjeducate

Key

Education

Resources
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Editor's Note
The immediately following column was written by an unheralded
Res Gestae scribe for the December 10,
1951 issue. The unknown author was
asked to look fifty years into the future of the law school and write a
news report on what was found there.
The humor of the column is, to modem eyes, mostly unintentional. My
god, five dollar haircuts? Females in
the Law Quad? Heaven forbid.
For this issue, the RG' s intrepid
Bruce Manning will make the same
fifty year journey, projecting out to the
year 2050. And he does so with full
knowledge that when 2050 rolls
around, the predictions of this week's
Three Second Memory will seem just as
pleasantly naive as the remarks in the
original column reprinted below.
From the

Res Gestae, December 10, 1951
Ann Arbor, December 24, 2000
It is Christmas Eve once again in this
pretty, little Midwestern University
town. Thousands of students have gone
home for the holidays; only the Law
School is still in sessions. So let us find
out what the students in this lone school
are thinking about as Christmas 2000
A.D. approaches.
For one thing, they are still very
much excited about yesterday's surprise
announcement to the effect that all
classes scheduled to met on the morning of December 25 would be canceled.
A few voices of protest were heard; however, some fear that that the school will
be accused of Communist tendencies if
it has a classless half-day. At any rate,
for the first time in years, the lawyers
will have an opportunity to celebrate
Christmas before they trudge to their
usual afternoon classes on December 25.
Another surprise announcement has
provoked considerable discussion
around the law quad this week. Officials of the Lawyers Club made public a
plan to allow women to visit rooms on
basketball weekends following the holidays. It was emphasized, however, that
the plan would be 'on trial only.'
Two petitions were recently submitted to the proper authorities in the law
school. One requests longer library
hours, while the other deals with the frequent appearance of Shepherd's pie on
the Lawyers Club menu.
It will be remembered that the request in last year's petition was finally

granted this September, when an Ann the Chinese Reds, still hoping to agree
Arbor television station began televis- on a suitable buffer zone.
And so, Christmas Eve, 2000 A.D.,
ing all eight o'clock classes. Professors
teaching these classes praised the plan finds Michigan's young lawyers like
and stopped taking attendance , so that other Americans, thinking seriously
the lawyers could do their note taking about the big and little problems of our
in bed. (Television sets are now standard time.
equipment in all student rooms at the
University of Michigan.)
One topic of interest around the law
school is the Christmas present which
Ann Arbor barbers gave themselves this
year. Haircut prices are to rise another
The following column was written
25¢. The big question being asked: Will
by Bruce Manning yesterday about
Ann Arbor students pay $5.00 for a hair4 o'clock in the morning.
cut?
Most of the law students did their
Christmas shopping early this year. For
the last half-century, Christmas has
been coming a little earlier each year.
By Bruce Manning
Today in 2000 A.D., we find the merchants actually decorating their windows for Christmas 2001 before Christmas 2000 is over. Two weeks ago, Ann
Arbor in a mammoth parade celebrated
the arrival of Santa Claus for Christmas
Ann Arbor, March 18, 2050 - The
next year.
University of Michigan Law School
Sports-minded law students are wonhas ended its hold-out as the last indering whether or not the annual Rose
Bowl game will be played this year. The dependent Law School in the counAmerican Federation of College Football try. In a long-expected announcePlayers (AFCFP) is still holding out for ment, Dean Lehman v3.6a stated that
"It is with great sadness that I tell you
higher wages.
Law students are also wondering that the University of Michigan Law
whether college [draft] deferments will School can no longer sail the seas as
be continued for another year. Oldest the last independent law school."
student in the law school this year is
Dean Lehman has been serving as
John Blackacre, 75 years old, who is now the Dean of the Law School since 1992.
in his 49th year of graduate work. This
He completed the first 45 years of his
holder of31 academic degrees is quoted
as saying "They'll never get me; I'll die tenure as a human being and was uploaded in 2037 where he has reigned
first ."
But Michigan students have not for- as Dean Lehman v3.6a from the H:
gotten Korea, where United Nations ne- drive of the law school's somewhat
gotiators continue their truce talks with outdated computer system.

•

The Wilmer Cutler Legal Training Division. (Pickering, a confederate in the
Firm Wars was killed in the Battle ofWest Publishing in Edina MN in 2026.)
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With Michigan's announcement,
the corporate/ college merger cycle
has come full circle. It was the 2002
merger of the Thomas Cooley Law
School with Detroit law firm Miller
Canfield that started what was called
"the next wave in legal education." In
that fledgling merger, Thomas Cooley
Law School became the Miller
Canfield College of Law and all

Sadly, the states of
Indiana and Alberta
were destroyed in the
ensuing battle.
graduates of the school went directly
into Miller Canfield's offices. A joint
statement issued by Miller Canfield
and Dean Joe Dempsey crowed "this
is a win-win situation for everyone.
Our students have jobs and the law
firm gets to shape its employees as it
wants throughout their entire indoctrination."
In a move that chillingly foreshadowed the changes to come in the legal education field, Dean Dempsey
was fired by Miller Canfield in the
middle of the fall term for being "insufficiently motivated by profit and
prone to delusions of academia and
public service."
For the next ten years, law firms
picked off second tier law schools all
over the country. Enterprising firms
like Jones Day Reavis and Pogue
picked up law schools in a number of
states, once snatching up the University of illinois, Case Western, and the
University of Iowa in a single bargaining session in 2009. Bloody Jones Day
as that January 19th came to be
known, precipitated a number of serious events in the profession.
First, the top ten law schools met
in New Haven CT to sign a pact to
remain independent. The Country
Oub Act was ratified by member institutions in May of 2010 . Dean
Lehman, representing Michigan,
signed a press release that read in part
"Over my dead body will the Law
Quad ever hand itself over to some
law firm." Currently, it is rumored
that he plans to go off-line sometime
after the merger is completed to keep
his word and to show his support for

the burgeoning "Deletion With Dignity" movement.
Second, competition for a chance to
absorb the remaining law schools became increasingly fierce. Costs hit a
record high when the University of
Southern California merged with
O'Melveny
and
Myers
for
$3,290,000,000. Topping that deal, and
slapping back at their cross-town rivals, UCLA sold its entire university
to
Morrison
Foerster
for
$4,450,000,000. For streamlining purposes, Morrison Foerster University
promptly dissolved all unnecessary
departments, including Exercise Sciences, and has not won the Merlin
Olsen Rose Bowl since.
Many smaller law firms, who had
been hoping to martial the resources
to buy at least a partial share in a law
school, found themselves priced out
of the market. Searching for allies, the
small law firms, lead by Adler
Mandelbaum of New York and Martin Walker of Ohio, held stealth meetings with 3rd and 4th name partners
at major firms. Thus began the Firm
Wars of the early 2020s. Tired of being given short-shrift, Emery (formerly of McDermott Will), Slate,
Meagher, Flom (all formerly of
Skadden Arps) and others began an
armed revolt against both the law
firms and the new universities.
Sadly, the states of Indiana and Alberta were destroyed in the ensuing battle.
A peace agreement was
brokered in 2027 by Chief
Justice Manning in which all
sides agreed to maintain the
status quo. This was of great
relief to both the Super Giant Amalgamated Corporation and the Amalgamated
Giant Super Corporation as
during the Firm Wars they
were having difficulty locating foot
soldiers/lawyers for their endless
court skirmishes. Peace reigned for 14
years.
However, in 2041 Harvard Law
School surprisingly announced that it
had given itself over to Kirkland and
Ellis. With alacrity and typical mindnumbing allegiance to the Harvard
model, every other signatory of the
Country Club Act, excepting Michigan, quickly sold-out. For a brief time,
2041-42, Michigan enjoyed a surge of
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popularity, ranking first in the
Michelin Guide to Law Schools.
In recent years however,
Michigan's hold-out independent
status has hurt the school financially.
In the most recent graduating class,
made up of all 316 of the country's
public interest law students, only
three did not default on their tuition
debt. Annual alumni giving has
dropped to $6.42, most of it collected
in a tin cup at the comer of Tappan
and Monroe.
As Dean Lehman v.3.6a concluded, "Punished by its creditors
and having failed to get the expected
return on the sale of the Legal Research building to the Gilberts Publishing Inc., the University of Michigan Law School is closing its doors
today. We will reopen tomorrow as
the Wilmer Cutler Legal Training Division. The agreed purchase price
was $4,375,000,000 plus the waiver of
outstanding legal fees incurred in the
Affirmative Action suits that began
in 1997."
It will be remembered that the Affirmative Action suits were ended
without resolution in 2036 when Congress passed the Statute of Limitations (Second) that prevented law
suits from continuing beyond three
years.

Response to Dean Lehman v.3.6a' s
announcement was favorably received all across the country except
at the Peace Love Freedom Co-op in
Montana where the few remaining
Public Interest Lawyers League
(PILL) members have built an underground bunker. Privatized army
troops from Coca-Cola and Disney
are expected to flush the delusional
miscreants from their hole by the end
of the week.
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Tales r ..oat Cantbodia
The Thi..d in a Se..ies
By Theaaoy Seng

The Prison of Koh Kong Province
Approximately one-half mile inland from the Gulf of Thailand, the
prison rests on an open plain between
the foot of the mountain ranges and
the current court building. At the
entrance to the prison gate, immediately on our right is the housing for
the guards and their families along a
dirt pathway to the cemented fortress
where the inmates stay. A fifteen-foot
black wall squares off a compound
the size of a soccer field. The prisoners had been told to line up into two
lines to greet us. They stood under
the hot sun during the course of our
conversation with prison officials and
interviews with the children. Three
old warehouse-like buildings stand
parallel to each other, filling the left
side of the courtyard. Only one of the
building is operational.
A very old, blackened, open-roofed
"kitchen" sits in the right comer nearest the gate. We had our conversation in a rudimentary sitting area next
to the "kitchen." Superlatives cannot
adequate! y capture the sense of fear
and depression the prison environment evoked in us.
The prison had been given notice
of our visit the previous evening.
About four guards were at the gate
to the main compound anticipating
our visit. We were given cursory introduction to the prison director, Sar
Jahn. Sar Jahn, as we later found out,
shows up at the prison only occasionally. He spends the rest of his time
between his home in neighboring
Thailand and tending his shrimp
farm. I guess our visit occasioned
another visit for him as well. Dressed

in a green T-shirt, his physical appearance fit too well into the rugged and
wild west image of Koh Kong. The
deputy director, Somoeul Tearith, answered most of our inquiries while
the director smoked and stared at us
during the course of our discussion.
Twenty-four guards receive salaries as prison staff. However, the
deputy director acknowledged the
obvious: only about 10 people actually work there on a regular basis.
Consequently, the fate of 55 inmates
(including 2 women), one female juvenile, one male juvenile, and two
toddlers, must be spent inside the
building that looks about ready to
collapse at the next breeze.
Unlike other provinces, very few
non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) exist in Koh Kong. The detrimental consequences of this fact are
manifold. First, frequent prison visits by NGOs can be a deterrence to
abuse inside prisons. It lessens the
likelihood of maltreatment when
prison guards know that rights organizations may inspect prison conditions at any time. Second, NGOs in
other provinces have been instrumental in procuring materials for prisoners and prisoner facilities. Third,
NGOs have given training to prison
officials as well as prisoners in some
provinces regarding rights and legal
recourses. Koh Kong lacks all these
safeguards.
Currently, four juveniles stay inside the prison compound. Two are
convicted criminals. The other two
are children of a woman convicted of
assault. There is no separation of children and adults, although there is
separation of male and female inmates. There is practically no space.
No medical services were readily
available. We were made to feel the
stupidity of our question regarding
human rights: "Do you have coun-

seling or training on human rights for
the prison officials and inmates?"

Juvenile in Koh Kong Prison
Known as "Mei" to her acquaintances, Mei has experienced much in
her life. She is originally from Phnom
Penh. But a man kidnapped and
transported her to Koh Kong and sold
her into prostitution. Both of her parents are deceased. She can neither
read nor write since she has never
been to school.
The court believed she and six
other young people had planned to
steal motorcycles and head to Phnom
Penh. She told us she was innocently
caught in the wrong place at the
wrong time. On March 4, 1996, the
police arrested 7 people, most of them
juveniles. They were immediately
imprisoned for robbery. The charge
was robbery simply because more
than three people were involved; no
weapons were found. She said the
police beat and slapped her head.
Each person was interrogated separately. A week after having been in
prison, she found herself in court.
Two days later, she returned to court
to be sentenced to one year in prison.
She had no legal defender. While in
prison, Mei is believed to have been
regularly abused sexually by prison
guards and fellow inmates.
Juvenile in Svay Rieng Provincial Prison
"Sina" appears to be like any other
14 year-old boy in Cambodia- illiterate, destitute, and possessing a ready
grin. However, his circumstances are
noticeably less than carefree. Sina is
a convicted criminal currently serving a 10-year sentence for the robbery
and murder of a 7-year old neighborhood boy. Since he entered the prison,
he has put on weight. He lives among
72 other prisoners- all of them adults
- and three young children of women
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prisoners. Sina is the only juvenile
detained.
On December 13, 1996, Sinainvited
his victim to go on a bike ride to a
nearby temple. The morning was yet
breaking to attract many worshippers. Sina sighted no one on the
temple ground except for an almswoman. At the opportune time, Sina
struck the 7-year old boy several times
with a stick, pulled off the 14-karat
gold ring from his victim and pushed
him into the pond, drowning him.
That same day, he exchanged the ring
for 11,000 riels (almost $4) at the village market. He spent half of the
money on food and video games.
When asked if and when he felt any
remorse, he sheepishly grinned and
nodded his head but said, not until
the morning after. He does not know
the source of his anger and violence.
The following morning, the almswoman identified him and the police
arrested him. Three policemen interrogated him. After being punched
and kicked, Sina admitted to the
crime. Sina appeared before the investigating judge and was charged
with robbery and murder within 48
hours of his arrrest. On January 10,
1997, Legal Aid of Cambodia provided Sina with a lawyer for his trial
hearing. The court convicted him on
two counts and sentenced him to 10
years. Since that time, Sina has tried
to escape the compound several times
but has failed.
Due to the lack of space, Sina is not
separated from the adult inmates. He
receives neither education nor vocational training. Outside of watering
plants and vegetables, Sina has much
idle time. No recreational activities
exist. The extent of his health care
depends on the bimonthly visit from
the human rights organization,
Licadho.
Sina grew up with a mother, three
sisters and a brother. His parents are
divorced. He has no recollection of
his father, who now lives in Vietnam.
He enrolled in the first grade but quit
after three months due to lack of
proper school clothes.
© Legal Aid of Cambodia

DEBT, from page 1
its presence, simmering below the
surface at somewhere between the TBill plus 3.20% and 13%. Periodically,
however, the debt intrudes into the
night,causing a startling jolt from tormented sleep with the lingering effect
of sweat and fear from a most hideous nightmare.
The apparitions that seek me out
during these infrequent interludes
with the Dark Side of the Future are
amorphous Partners and a gaggle of
Young Associates [YAs] (96% of the
YA: s in my nightmares rate themselves as "unhappy" with their firm
jobs) abusing me for declining torelinquish a kidney in exchange for the
public defender position when I had
the chance. They remind me that I
"knew what I was getting into" when
I chose to come to Michigan ... that I
"could have gone elsewhere for less
money" ... and that I could have "chosen a school with a viable debt management program."
Until very recently, I would wake
up from my visits with the ghosts of
Firm Future feeling bitter and angry.
Rather than experiencing self-reproach for having chosen an altogether over-priced education, I felt
wronged. That my decision to come
to Michigan to become a public defender would ultimately prohibit that
very goal was too great an irony. I
was bitter at law school for introducing me to folks like Professors Lyon
and Rosenbaum - individuals who
brought into focus a distant world
where satisfying careers pursueing
personal ideals offset low financial
compensation. I was bitter that our
debt management program was a
sham.
Admittedly, I do have options. I
could take a public defender job and
abscond to some distant land when
collectors come in the middle of the
night to collect on defaulted loans.
Perhaps more treacherously, I could
take a high-paid job at a law firm and
hope that I don't burn out, keel over
or become addicted to the money.
Luckily, the all-but-motley crew of Mr.
Matthew Drexler (21), Ms. Katharine
Gottschalk (Director, Law School Financial Aid) Susan Guindi (Director,
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Career Services), Mr. Rob Precht (Director, Office of Public Service), and Dean
Lehman (Dean, Law School) arrived on
the scene, saving me from this predicament.
Mr. Drexler is largely responsible for
spearheading the push to overhaul and
revise the Law School's Debt Management Program. Evidently Mr. Drexler
realized that Michigan deserved a debt
management program commensurate
with a top-ranked school. Fortunately, the
Law School administration agreed.
All applicants must be graduates of the
Law School as of 1986 or later, employed
at least half-time in law-related work and
not delinquent or in default on any educationalloans. Judicial clerks are not eligible for assistance during their
clerkships; however, time spent in
clerkships will be applied toward years
required for forgiveness.
Note that the program does not require
certain types of "public interest" employment, only "law-related work". Third
years who have already accepted postgraduate positions (or otherwise occupied post-1986 alumni) need not despair;
they remain eligible and can apply to the
program in the future.
Some of the most significant changes
to the program include:
- A simplified formula for determining
participant's income.
- A new method for considering spousal
income.
- Employer-paid benefits are no longer
counted as income.
- Increased deductions for child care
expenses.
- Deductions for undergraduate debt
payments.
To understand how to calculate your
adjusted Annual Available Income (AAI)
under the program guidelines, get an application. In a nutshell, for an AAI up to
$32,000, an applicant's expected annual
repayment of educational obligation is $0.
If the AAI exceeds $32,000, the applicant
is expected to repay SO% of the difference
between $32,000 and the AAI.
More information can be found in the
Law School Financial Aid office. Although the 1999 Debt Management Repayment Plan won't make us rich, it just
might afford us something much more
precious and valuable- the ability to pursue our professional legal dreams. •
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By ErikJens
with his own problems and those of others, his final words
to Nicole's father betray his enduring blindness as to his
The Sweet Hereafter opens with a visit to a small Colo- own parental wisdom, or lack thereof.
It's one of the film's many paradoxes that a hippified,
rado town devastated by the loss of its children in a
schoolbus accident. The visitor is big-city lawyer Mitchell New Age mother turns out to be the most rage-filled,
Stevens (Ian Holm) making the rounds, urging the dev- vengeful litigant. On the other hand, blue-collar Billy
astated parents to let him "give their anger a voice." A Ansel - who witnessed the accident that killed both his
survivor of the bus accident, 14-year-old Nicole Burnell children - refuses to testify for the families' lawsuit, per(Sarah Polley, pitch-perfect in her first film role) had been ceiving that his community's one slim chance for survival
the to'Wn' s multitalented pride and joy and the center of is not to let posses of city lawyers tear apart a lifetime of
her father's universe; now she is dealing both with her friendships and connections.
new life as a "wheelchair girl" and with the loss of her
The film is flawlessly designed and photographed; yet
father's attentions - one of the film's
so wrenching and enthralling are its
emotions and events that it seems
most disturbing and compelling relationships, which Egoyan handles
almost trivializing to praise the exwith the same ambiguity and mixed
traordinary aesthetics. Egoyan
signals characterizing the rest of the
seamlessly integrates a series of infilm. Sarah's attraction to Mitchell,
terweaving images, sounds, anecThe Sweet Hereafter, 1997; dihowever, is her promised testimony
dotes, and plot lines, enough to keep
rected by Atom Egoyan; starthat the bus driver had not been
viewers talking over many cups of
ring Ian Holm, Sarah Polley,
speeding before the accidentcoffee afterward. He has created a
Bruce Greenwood, Gabrielle
strengthening his case against the
film which richly rewards close atRose
bus manufacturer, "where the really
tention and a repeat viewing. The
deep pockets are."
sole image of the actual disaster is
Lawyer Flick of the Year, 1997
Early on we learn that Mitchell
an eternal ten seconds in long shot,
himself has, in a way, lost a child; his
wherein the schoolbus skids out
grown and drug-addicted daughter
onto lake ice and slowly cracks
constantly hounds him on the phone
through to settle into the lake botfor cash which he, too weary to artom, the children's cries barely augue, unquestioningly provides.
dible from our vantage point a halfWhether Mitchell is indeed the ammile
away; it's a harrowing image.
(out of five)
bulance-chaser the town mechanic
Russell Banks's riveting source
Billy Ansel (Bruce Greenwood) takes
novel tells its story in four parts,
him for, or a wounded parent seekeach with a different narrator. For
ing closure by winning a judgment for the town's shat- his film, Egoyan makes Mitchell, the outsider, a lens
tered families, is an open question- perhaps both are true. through which are refracted the stories of children, parWe get few easy answers from Ian Holm's brilliantly ents, lovers, and the grief- and guilt-stricken bus driver.
subtle, nuanced performance, which illustrates an acting In a brilliant, unifying addition, Egoyan overlays an old
colleague's characterization of his technique as "Anything bedtime story on the film's events to further focus the film
you can do, I can do less of." That Mitchell is a man in on the particular tragedy of Nicole. Wheelchair-bound,
deep personal anguish is undeniable; the extent of his her friends and dreams killed, she evokes the lame boy in
willingness to use that anguish as part of his lawyer's the fable of the Pied Piper, who could not keep up with
toolkit to assure potential clients that he feels their pain, his playmates as they followed the piper into oblivion.
remains an open question through the final reel.
What begins as a simple bedtime story, interspersed in
The film initially presents Mitchell as a man of supe- voiceovers throughout the film, soon assumes all the
rior gravitas and insight, arriving in a hick community to freight of a town's worth of heartbreak as, bereft of their
dispense healing wisdom along with hardheaded legal children, the townspeople hover over the wreckage of their
advice. We come to see, however, that while Mitchell may previous life as parents, hearts frozen deep in the sweet
have accumulated some wisdom in a lifetime of dealing hereafter.

RG Contributing Editor

The Sweet Hereafter
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An Inglorious Thought
By Charles Keckler
RG Contributing Editor

I

f you walk out of Hutchins Hall
into the Law Quad, perhaps on
your way to eat a hamburger at
Wendy's, you will pass the flagpole.
If you're like me, you've seen it many
a day, and pondered its melancholy
air of ominous symbolism. But then
again you might not be like me. In
fact, as a statistical note, the great
majority of people to whom I've spoken about the flagpole don't know
what the hell I'm talking about, even
though they must have passed it hundreds of times. For this group, I
should tell you it is the tall, white cylinder standing at the end of the Quad
proximate to the dining hall. It has a
plaque telling of its donation in commemoration of the old JAG school
during World War II, though this
plaque is currently covered with
snow.
One can't really be blamed for not
noticing the flagpole, of course, as it
does not have a flag on it. I'm not sure
what happened to the flag. Some hippie could be wearing it, or it may have
been squirreled away so nobody can
express their constitutional right to
burn it to cinders. But the pole seems
a little forlorn.
The other day, a very curious dialogue ensued when I pointed this out.
I got nothing but scoffs by suggesting
flying the national flag. Putting Old
Glory up on the pole was derided as
both unimaginative (admittedly true),
and also rather tasteless . There is
something a little disturbing in this
latter reaction. It is as if attachment
to national symbolism marks one as
a sort of cretin (possibly a jack-booted
thug), whereas disdain for the flag
demonstrates the sort of cosmopolitan sophistication we all surely aspire
to here in professional school.

In general, I have found people
more open to practically any flag but
the American flag, so maybe we
should think about some alternatives.
We could just have a state flag, which
is relatively free of "jingoistic" associations. Or we could have a university "M" flag, which represents an
apparently acceptable sort of preference for one's own. There is also
much to be said for lawyers flying the
older revolutionary flag that cautions
"Don't Tread on Me."

We could have a
flag showing the
scales of justice,
with or without a
thumb pressing
down on one side
A narrower, more professional focus might be more appropriate as a
form of symbolic identification. For
instance, we could have a flag showing the scales of justice, with or without a thumb pressing down on one
side. Or we could try to represent the
two major religions at the Law School,
meaning those who worship Leviathan and those who worship Mammon (many people being ecumenical
with regard to these two). This naturally suggests our icon should be the
image of a golden whale, swimming
through a sea of red tape.
~ut perhaps I am artificially complicating matters by demanding a
single banner. I'm sure you've noticed
that thoroughly modem household-

ers who use their flagpoles generally
put decorative seasonal banners on
them; right now, they have blue and
white snowflakes, or penguins, or
maybe four-leaf clovers. Given this
fashion among the professional citizenry nowadays, surely we could
purchase a collection of these banners
and have a pleasant autumnal-colored
flag overhead next fall, replete with
leaves and pumpkins. I've even seen
one of these flags flying from a house
on theFourthofJuly-ithadred, white
and blue fireworks on it, and was altogether more snazzy than the Starsand-Stripes, keeping everyone in the
holiday spirit without too much "baggage." Or perhaps the many differentidentities one can have these days
means we should let various groups
design their own flags, and run them
up on a rotating schedule. That way,
I'm sure nobody will feel unrepresented.
My own preference for the boring,
standard flag is based less on an antiquated patriotism than one might
think. I like to imagine (in the very
early morning) that as a student of the
law I belong to a tradition, a political
and intellectual heritage larger than
my own life, but in which I participate. As a symbol for this heritage,
the American flag is perhaps not fully
inclusive or terribly specific, but it
serves to mark the context of the law
one studies, and the set of values behind those laws. I mean, the existence
of the United States seems like a "butfor" cause of a lot of the material
around here, and this ought to count
for something. Apparently not for too
much, though.
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Apply this Quote of the Week wherever best applicable: "It sounded perfect when I didn't know anything about it."
Case of the Week: Blackman v.
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 88
T.C. 677 (1987). Taxpayer set fire to his
wife, the fire spread and destroyed the
residence. Taxpayer deducted the
amount of the loss as a casualty loss
(section 165(c)(3), I.R.C.1954.) HELD:
a taxpayer is not allowed to deduct a
loss on property if the taxpayer is
grossly negligent. The husband set
the wife on fire, she ran through the
living room and caught the drapes on
fire- another example of how an uncooperative wife can be a pain in the
ass. The court noted that allowing
such a deduction "would severely
and immediately frustrate the articulated public policy of Maryland
against arson and burning." Inquiring Student: "Is the court saying the
wife was grossly negligent for running through the house while she was
on fire?"*
PICK YO PIC. Third-years make
their picks for the law school graduation spread. I have seen things suddenly appear on my face before, but
three giant crevices? Nice lighting.
Or is it simply to do with trying to
smile while my face was still suffering frostbite after walking through
that week's snowstorm? Meanwhile,
those highly recommended package
options are selling big. Try Package
E. For only $195, receive a 3x5, a 5x7,
and 250 wallet size photos! Tape them
on the back of your business cards,
give them to your wives. All will enjoy.
No McNews is good McNews.
This has been a bad couple of weeks:
Gene Siskel, Stanley Kubrick, Joe
Dimaggio, and even Justice Blackmun

died. Which brings us to the question: WOULD YOU KNOW A
ROACH EGG IF YOU SAW IT?
Still waiting to hear the latest from
the used car salesman claiming the
BIG MAC people served him a roachegg infested biscuit (he emphatically
claimed dissatisfaction and was
promptly offered a $1 refund or in the
alternative, any other sandwich of his
choice. I say: NEVER DO THE
DRIVE THRU. They always screw
up.
And how do you tell a roach egg
from any other insect's egg? What are
they, speckled? Maybe it was a termite egg. Reminding of us of the old
adage: What's worse than finding a
cooked mouse in your sandwich?
Why of course, half of a mouse with
its hind legs sticking out from beneath the McCheese. It has been a
while, but that is what Erik Schneider
claimed McDonald's served him.
Who cares about roach eggs.
When are they going to repeal the no
bathing requirement on the RTA?
Other Drug News. Secret Service
Agents were called to the Blue Room,
a dash across from the Oval Office, to
haul away an inebriated Judge
Rehnquist demanding he be allowed
to go "midget-bowling" in the White
House basement.
Apparently
Rehnquist had combined several
Vodka martinis with what he thought
were simply Flintstones vitamins (actually powerful designer hallucinogenic drugs)- screaming for the
President (Nixon) thinking it was
1971, when he and the president
would use a reluctant Henry
Kissinger as a human bowling ball.

Agents finally subdued Rehnquist,
and sent him back to the Court.
The Yearly Dysfunctional Family
Gathering
or
The Continual First Consultation
Family have been travelin'
through: first, my cousin Mel, from
my father's side is in town (under indictment) and keeps asking why he
can't sue some drug dealer who
ripped him off. Then, Uncle Harry,
the pervert, had no place to stay because my other cousins refused to allow him into their home because at
night "he sneaks around the bedroom
door hoping to hear us having sex."
What's the big deal here anyway?
He's senile, 95 years old, and if he
does "hear" anything, he's going to
forget it by the time he hears it anyway.
So Uncle Harry stayed at my place.
Trying to be helpful, Uncle Harry
"cleaned" the bathroom mirror off
with nail polish remover- believe
me, this is not a good thing- and in
the ensuing 36 hours, he washed his
hair with "Goo Gone" (for removing
chewing and grease from upholstery
and asphalt), put foot anti-fungal
cream on a finger cut, and gargled
with Brut aftershave splash-on lotion.
We were later expelled from the Emergency Room when he became insistent that an assistant nurse was
"Margie," his old flame, whereupon
he stripped off his clothes, stood on
a chair, and flexed for the gathering
crowd.
Later Droogs.

* warning: some liberty may be taken with minor factual details in order to protect judicial integrity.
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sy Karl G. Nelson

For everyone who~s looking for ANYthing other than cases to reaa~
I provide a little peek into what I~ve been listening to recently...
Ani Difranco: Not a Pretty Girl
This 1995 release coincided with a
boom in Ani's popularity. After this
record came out, the venues she had
been playing were suddenly too small
to handle the gale force produced by
her fans. The material in the songs
reflected her increasing exposure in
the music world; "The Million You
Never Made" illustrates her staunch
refusal to leave her own record label
behind to cash in with a major. "32
Flavors," one of Ani's best songs ever
in my opinion (and rendered horrible
by Alana Davis), also graces the track
listing.
Faith No More: Angel Dust
The Real Thing would have been the
best album by Faith No More if it had
only received the production that
Angel Dust did. But alas, the somewhat lacking quality of the former
must leave the throne to the latter, one
of the richest, most satisfying hard
rock albums I've ever heard. There's
a song entitled "Caffeine." The chorus to "Be Aggressive" is spelled out
cheerleader-style. Finally, as if designed for the CD racks of law students, there's a song entitled "Malpractice." What more could you ask
for?
Ice Cube: War and Peace, Vol. 1
One of my favorite rap albums of
all time is Ice Cube's The Predator, and
he has somehow managed to produce
another album nearly as great. Representing the "War" side of the "War
and Peace" theme, the lyrics are inyour-face, often brutal, revelations of
the reality of gang life. Just because
Cube's sending out positive messages
doesn't mean that he's gone soft, however; this album is pure, hard-rhyming Ice Cube at his best.

Pearl Jam: Live on Two Legs
Maybe I'm a sap for still being into
Pearl Jam, but I can't help it. I first
saw them in 1992 and was floored by
their power on stage. Pearl Jam has
grown up since its days as the quintessential grunge band. Their songs
have matured into classic rock and
roll, with a sound that grows on the
listener and just won't let go. I go
through phases where certain records
get shelved, sometimes forever, but I
keep coming back to Pearl Jam.
Polvo: Cor-Crane Secret
Chances are you haven't heard of
this band from Chapel Hill, North
Carolina. They're an acquired taste,
with a sound similar to Pavement but
a little less radio-friendly (if that's
possible). Since you won't find this
(their first) album in any store that I
know of, there's no use telling you
more. I have some eccentric tastes.
Radiohead: OK Computer
Arguably one of the best albums
of the decade (For once MIV is right).
I hated that "Paranoid Android" song
the first time I heard it, but it eventually became intriguing and then addictive. The whole album's kind of
like that. Every time I play it, I like it
a little more. It's become one of the
CDs that never leaves the truck of my
car. Considering that the only other
record I can say the same for is The
Beatles' White Album, that's pretty
impressive.

Rubaiyat
This is another rarity in my collection. Long out of print, this is a two
disc set released to celebrate the
record label Elektra's fortieth anniversary. New artists covering the songs
of old artists is the theme, and it turns

out to be a whole lot of fun. Unique
gems include The Cure covering The
Doors' "Hello I Love You," Tracy
Chapman covering the same band's
"House of the Rising Sun," the Eagles'
"Hotel California" sung in Spanish,
and other great performances by They
Might Be Giants, the Sugarcubes, and
more than thirty others.
Sugarcubes Mix
My brother received a CD-writer
for Christmas; he uses it to copy
games from friends, I use it to make
music compilations. I'm a Sugarcubes
freak with a pile of singles having
only two or three tracks on them, and
technology has finally given me a way
to compile them onto a single disc.
Now that's what I call progress.
A Tribe Called Quest: The Love
Movement
Hip hop legends A Tribe Called
Quest have sadly declared this their
last album as a group. While this is a
tremendous loss to the world of music, at least they went out in a blaze of
glory. The Love Moment may not be as
spectacular as The Low End Theory, but
it is nonetheless a classic, setting more
standards for other artists to live up
to.
Dar Williams: End of the Summer
Folk music isn't much of a musical force any more, but there are still
a few artists around who won't let the
genre die. Dar has a few songs that
will rock your socks off, but overall
she's a folkie. She's opened for the
likes of Ani Difranco and Joan Baez,
and recently came to town with her
side project, Cry Cry Cry. She performs at the Ark at least once a year,
soifyou'reintofolk. definitely go see
her.
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Find out where to fish, who's biting, and what lure to
use with The LEXIS"·NEXIS" Career Center!
Where to fish - use the Directory of Legal Employers or
the Judicial Clerkship directory by NALP to get information on the hiring practices of legal employers.
Who 's biting- use the enormous repository of live job
listings provided by EmplawyerNet to discover which
employers currently have openings.
What lure to use- use the Martindale-Hubbell" Law Direcrory

to learn more information about a specific employer.
No matter your angle, the LEXIS-NEXIS Career Center
helps you land the big one. Check out our stock of
offerings today:
• Jump on the Internet
• Type in www.lexis-nexis.com/lawschool
• Click on Career Cenrer

Looking for a job? Better look here.
www.lexis-nexis.com/lawschool

NALP

National Association
for Law Placement

MARTINDALE-HUBBElL
...-ww.nurtindak.com
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LEXIS. NEXIS. and Manrndale·HubbeU are reoistered tratlemarks ot R~ed Etsevrer Properties lllC .• used under hcenst:. The INFORMATION ARRAY togo is a trademarlt of Reed Elsevier P10penres Inc .. used under license.
Other products or services may be trademark$ or regrstered trademarks of their respective comp~mes . ~ 1998 LEXIS·NEXIS. a divrsion ol Reed Etsevitr Inc. All nghrs reserved.

